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Sea Lion Island is the most Southerly occupied Island in the Falklands archipelago and is the
largest of the ‘Sea Lion Islands’ group. They first appear named on a map of ‘Hawkins
Maidenland’ in 1689 and have been known as the Sea Lion Islands since.
Not a great deal is known about Sea Lion Island’s history between its discovery and the midnineteenth century but it is safe to assume that the bountiful stocks of seals and sea lions
were brutally exploited by the many (predominantly American) sealers visiting the Falklands
to take advantage of their lack of protection. In terms of ownership, the islands are first
mentioned included in a grant issued to Alexander Ross and Samuel Lafone (who lent his
name to Lafonia) in 1846. In their early prospectus (1849) they mention the islands’ use for
the profitable sealing industry that had been steadily wiping out the populations on the
islands for the best part of a hundred years. The Sea Lion Islands are referred to as being
“favourite resorts of these valuable animals” but it was later noted that “…Hitherto, these
valuable rookeries have been so much poached by French and American adventurers and
fished in so indiscriminate a manner, that on some of the best grounds the animals are
becoming shy and scarce;…”
As with many of the Falkland Islands, Sea Lion Island does have a rich maritime history often
linked either to the perilous waters around Cape Horn or to the shallow reefs off the island
itself. This maritime connection first appears in 1857 when, on 23 rd November, the
American 535 ton ship Antoinette (bound for Cork with guano) was recorded as being a total
loss on the islands. The records show that the crew reached Stanley in the ship’s boats. As if
to prove the dangers here, no other evidence of the ship is to be found today.
Just two years later, with settlement in the Falklands generally becoming more stable, the
Sea Lion islands were included in a special grant issued to the Falkland Islands Company
(FIC). At this stage, no stock or farming appears to have taken place, but the handover to the
FIC was to play a pivotal role in the islands’ future.
With no major farming taking place here, the next chapter in the islands’ history is
predominantly maritime and not a positive one. In October 1868 the British barque Malvern
(of Liverpool) was recorded as being on fire off Sea Lion Islands. She had caught fire off
Diego Ramirez but the Master (Edward Cavanagh) bore up for the Falkland Islands. At about
10pm he anchored the vessel off Sea Lion Island and then the crew took to boats as the ship
was completely enveloped in flames. Captain Kavanagh and her crew of 30 men arrived in
Stanley at about 2am in an understandably distressed state as they did not have the time or
means of saving anything from the ship. Luckily for the crew, help awaited them and Captain
Charles Hope of HMS Brisk offered passage to fifteen of the crew, who promptly departed

for England. Captain Kavanagh stayed with the remainder of his men and were forwarded to
Montevideo the next day.
Suffering from a little less luck than their predecessors wrecking here, in 1892 the 1271 ton
vessel Viscount (heading from the West coast of America to Liverpool) fell victim to the seas
around the island after poor weather prevented them from taking bearings and was a total
wreck, with 4 of her crew dying in the process. The lack of communication at sea at this time
did not serve the crew well. Unaware of any incident having taken place, a local ship, the
Hadassah, was returning to Stanley from Fox Bay and found some cases of salmon, a barrel
of brandy and a bale of cotton floating at sea. The alert crew reckoned on the goods not
having been in the water very long and suspected a shipwreck so HMS Cleopatra was
despatched from Stanley to search for any survivors. She returned to Stanley the next day
unsuccessful in her hunt, but was followed the following day by the local ship Result who
arrived with 22 men whom she had rescued from the tussac islands of Sea Lion rocks. Three
more men had died in the attempt to reach the island, making 7 lost in total. It transpired
that two other vessels had passed the men since the wreck but neither saw any fire so did
not see the unfortunate crew. The men had been on the rocks for ten days. HMS Cleopatra
took the men to Montevideo the next day, perhaps in reparation for failing to find them!
Three local members of the crew of the Result were recommended to the Board of Trade for
recognition of their bravery. Bronze medals were awarded to the crew, but two of the men
did not receive theirs as, by the time they arrived, one (J Gill) had shipped out and another
(Johannes Jensen) had sadly drowned at Fox Bay.
As is so often the way in the Falkland Islands, from disaster can come some reward and the
wreckage of the Viscount was used to build the original farmhouse (pictured below in the
1930s):

As the twentieth century dawned, it seems it was time for the Sea Lion Islands to shed their
luckless maritime exploits and join the rest of the archipelago in being exploited for their
land resources as well as their oceanic. In 1905, Johan Bernard Luchtenborg asked the FIC
whether he could put some stock on Sea Lion Island in exchange for the princely sum of £4
per year. He was granted the lease and became the first person to farm the islands (both
cattle and sheep). We get some indication as to how Johan was able to make use of the
island as, by 1910, he was recorded as doing work for the FIC and nearby Speedwell Island
with his cutter Magellanes. This would have allowed him the luxury of travelling on and off
the island at his own leisure; sadly not always an option for those farming the island further
down the line.
It would appear that Falkland Islands Government was (slowly) learning from the fateful
shipping history of the island as, by 1912, a small portion of the island was leased for the
erection of a light (which was never actually built, but the attempt did help Johan’s wife
further down the line).
Johan’s travels evidently brought him into contact with one Henriette Orriere (a French
woman who had moved to the Falklands to work in service at Government House) as the
two married in January 1914 and she sailed to Sea Lion aboard the Gwendolin (the wreck of
which is now visible from New Island settlement). Observant readers will note that Johan
Luchtenborg is a somewhat Germanic name and 1914 marked the beginning of the Great
War, which saw German citizens in British territory being interned for national security.
Despite its distance from the battlefields of the Western Front, the Battles of Coronel and
the Falklands proved that the islands were not immune to the threats of war. Unlike the
other German citizens of the islands, however, Johan was allowed to remain at his leisure on
Sea Lion Island. By this point, he had no boat and no methods of communication with other
islands (beyond signal fires) so he was deemed to essentially be a prisoner of the island
anyway. As time would tell, he was not the only member of Henriette’s family to find
himself feeling this way.
Evidently, Johan and Henriette continued to farm Sea Lion Island (we know that they were
recorded as owning a shepherds’ hut and 720 sheep on the island by 1916) until he died
from throat cancer in 1919, aged 54. Two days later, whether news of his death had arrived
or not, two other German nationals (Hermann Redderman and Franz Buse) were given
permission to travel to the island to kill cattle. Later that year, Henriette had obviously
decided to continue to run the island after her husband’s death as she applied for
permission to buy the boat and shed left on the island by the Government during the
lighthouse project back in 1912.
As a widow with an island farm, Henriette didn’t stay single for long and in November of the
same year she married Harry Ricketts (a blacksmith) in St Mary’s Church, Stanley. We know
little about Harry, but a letter from Henriette in 1925 does tell us something of his feelings
for small island life. Henriette wrote to the manager of the FIC informing them that Harry
Ricketts was moving to Stanley as the Island did not suit him and that in future she would
not acknowledge any business of his concerning Sea Lion Island as he had promised to have
nothing more to do with it. Furthermore, she stated that he could have money from her
account until he got work. We know that Harry did indeed find work at San Carlos and was

working there when he died in 1934 but we don’t know whether their marriage survived the
distance and, if so, how.
Henriette, however, continued to run the island but soon sought a break, some help or
both. In 1931 she was issued a British passport to travel to France for a holiday and arrived
back in the Falklands late the next year accompanied by her nephew, twenty three-year-old
Alexandre Dugas. The two continued to live and work together as Alexandre is listed
alongside Henriette onboard the Fitzroy travelling to and from Sea Lion.

Sea Lion Islands circa 1930s; on the main island looking towards east end – photo Hamilton
Collection, JCNA

Having lost her husband to the relative metropolis of San Carlos, sometime in the 1930s a
small tallow-works was built below the gardens. Sheep fat was boiled using rainwater that
collected in a depression above the gardens and the tallow (a hard fatty substance made
from rendered animal fat, used in making candles and soap) skimmed off, barrelled and
shipped to England to be
sold. The remains of the
works can still be seen
near the gardens (pictured
by author in 2019).
In 1938, the SS Fitzroy
stopped in at Sea Lion
Island and a photo was
taken of Mrs Ricketts (nee
Orriere) alongside the
workers on the island. This
included a Benny Davis,
presumably working for
the family. Four years
later, Benny would be on the island once more but would be noted for an altogether
different reason.

One year after the photo was taken, tragedy was to strike Sea Lion Island when her nephew
Alexandre committed suicide “while temporarily insane” in January 1939, perhaps struggling
with the island life that essentially imprisoned him like his deceased uncle.
An ominous card of thanks was left in the Falkland Island Magazine that year which gives us
some indication of the struggle she faced in getting help at the time:

Alexandre is still buried on the island and his grave can be seen not far from the settlement.
As far as we know, the lodge is located on the site of
the original settlement so Henriette seems not to have
wanted him to rest too far from her home.
The loss appears to have hit Henriette hard; not 6
months later she departed for Montevideo on board
SS Lafonia for medical help, where she died the
following May and is buried in the British cemetery
there. Her sister (Alexandre’s mother) was listed in her
will alongside her goddaughter.
Sea Lion Island did not sit idle for long; in 1941 William
Hutchinson purchased the islands from FIC for £2,050
(worth approximately £93,000 in 2018).
The old staff were soon called upon and in 1942 the
Falkland Island Newsletter tells us that Benny Davis
was back on the island to shepherd the sheep and clip
off the wool. After several days, Benny built a raft
from four 40 gallon paraffin drums and rowed to Drift Wood (North Arm) in 7 hours, setting
off on 22nd February. He then went on to Cattle Point (10 miles away) before walking to
North Arm settlement. Other inhabitants of Sea Lion Island apparently expressed a wish to
join him on his journey. Given that it is a perilous 19km of open Falklands waters from Sea
Lion Island to East Falkland, one wonders what would drive someone to attempt such a
suicidal crossing. At this point, George McLaren’s ‘Less Than Peasants’ offers one possible
explanation by suggesting that “Ben and Mary [his wife] discovered they both had a venereal
disease and needed medical treatment so they used a hacksaw, cold chisel and punch to
make a very small rowing boat”. Whether the truth will ever out remains to be seen, but
one can certainly understand the desperation if those were indeed the circumstances.

Benny would have had no easy task on his hands farming the island; 1690 sheep were
registered on the island in the 1940s. We also have the first record of a 42’ chute being built
in 1945 to slide bales of wool into a waiting dinghy at The Gulch. Advances have been made
in terms of getting supplies on and off the island, but not many; we now have a trolley on
wheels instead of a chute but ultimately the 1940s solution remains pretty much intact.
Unlike the mentions during World War I, Sea Lion Island seems to have been one of the few
places in the World not to be overtly affected by the Second World War. It wasn’t until 1949
that the local community felt the need to record events at Sea Lion once more. This time,
Sea Lion Island’s habit of consuming wooden sailing vessels was to crop up once more. The
local cutter Indiana was lost on the Islands in November. She was 30 feet long, built in
Buenos Aires in 1918. She was brought to Stanley on the deck of a Pacific Steam Navigation
Ship around 1914 for the tussac trade. Once owned by infamous local sailor ‘Cracker Jack’
Davis, the Indiana (with Cracker Jack) on board was found by another ship illegally salvaging
a wrecked ship in 1920. Indiana had survived three major strandings but was repaired each
time. She was bought by Jimmy Halliday and became the last independently owned engineless cutter in the Falkland Islands, with Jimmy sailing her with friend Tommy Anderson on
her final voyage. She was last seen heading south-east past Bleaker Island and no news was
heard from her for several weeks. The Penelope, an auxiliary ketch (once called Feuerland
and at one point owned by Gunther Pluschow, a German WWI flying ace), was sent out to
look for her. When the Penelope neared Sea Lion Island her crew saw a signal fire on the
beach. They found Jimmy and Tommy alive and well after three weeks marooned on the
island. On their return the two men explained what had happened: they had rowed ashore
near Bull Point (East Falkland) and found a partially exposed human skeleton (thought to be
from a previous shipwreck). The returned to the Indiana but found her leaking in a strong
gale so made for Sea Lion Island and decided to make it ashore as the weather was
worsening. They found food and shelter in the house on the island (which was uninhabited
at the time). The next morning they found the Indiana had dragged her anchor and was
ashore and breaking up fast. Soon the beach was strewn with wreckage and that was the
last of the Indiana. Sadly, Jimmy Halliday later drowned in Stanley Harbour when the dinghy
he was rowing out to a schooner capsized.
For reasons unknown, one year later (1950) ownership of the island was passed to James
(Jim) W. T. Lee, who seemed to own the island until 1966 but little more is known about this
time period (for now). One thing we do know is that in 1953 Beaver floatplanes were
introduced to Falklands, landing on a saltwater pond on Sea Lion Island (now the aptly
named Beaver Pond) to allow easy access to and from the island by air for the first time.
Until this point, the only connection with the rest of the Islands would have been by ships
calling in to pick up wool and leave mail and provisions – sometimes perhaps only a few per
year. It must have been an isolated life indeed.
By 1966, Rob McGill (now of Carcass Island fame) purchased the island and reduced the
sheep numbers from an excessive 2,100 to a slightly more manageable 1,400. Hopefully, in
time, Rob will be able to add more to the story of his time on Sea Lion but he eventually sold
the island in the 1970s in order to buy Carcass, which he has owned ever since. During
Rob’s time (August 1970) MV Philomel was off Sea Lion Island when her rudder was badly
damaged. Local resident and boatsman Terry Clifton took her in tow with Ilen. The Ilen has

recently been restored in Ireland and has a fascinating history alongside her designer Conor
O’Brien. This wasn’t to be Terry Clifton’s last connection to Sea Lion Island as he was then
the man who bought the island from Rob McGill in 1974.
Terry moved here with his wife Doreen and their two daughters (Marie and Janet). They ran
1,650 sheep (including the National Stud Flock for a time), 15 cattle and 4 horses. He had
the help of Stephen Peter Clifton, whose daughter Zoe recorded Stephen’s memories of
their trips, describing them as:
“fun and unusual because when the Beaver was taking off from the pond it was scary when
the beach between the pond and the sea was getting closer and closer and still the plane
was not airborne. There was no running water at Sea Lion and no electric power other than
the 12 volt wind charger which charged batteries for the radio transmitter. It could provide a
bit of light at night time with the brightness of the bulb going up and down with wind gusts
as they affected the wind charger. There was an outside toilet and the house looked like two
houses sat together”.
Janet Clifton (now Jaffray) disputed this slightly as she recalled “that pond was more than
enough: one winter we were flying to Stanley and three quarters of that pond was iced over
and Captain Eddie Anderson landed in a tiny bit. What happened next was incredible! He
loaded us as a family and our two dogs into the aircraft very quickly so she didn't cool too
quickly, he left my father on the float to tell him when the back end of the floats was just
about to touch. Dad shouted “almost there” then he jumped in. Eddie revved that plane and
we went straight in the air, cleared the peat banks within inches and gone, only to find that
that was Eddie’s 1000th Beaver landing”.
The Falklands Conflict of 1982 didn’t pass the islands by without incident. As
commemorated by the cross as Rockhopper Point, on 4th May HMS Sheffield was hit by an
Argentine Exocet missile some 40 miles off the Southern coast of Sea Lion Island, with 20
people killed on board. Terry Clifton erected the memorial in line with the spot that she was
hit and it is maintained annually by British Forces South Atlantic Island. Sheffield sank while
being towed to safety in South Georgia so her wreck is now located elsewhere.

Sadly, the other 1982 connection involves the death of an innocent bystander. On 11th June
1982 Mrs Susan Whitley and two other women were killed in Stanley when a British shell
fell short and landed near their house. Susan was later buried on Sea Lion Island at her
family’s request, with her coffin being moved from Stanley in a Sea King helicopter (with
Governor Sir Rex Hunt on board). She was laid to rest in a specially prepared grave site
chosen by Terry Clifton (still located near to the old gardens).

Following something of a Falklands trend, the post-conflict era brought significant changes
to the island with logistical help from the newly increased military presence. In 1985 the
Lodge was transported onto Sea Lion Island (under slung on a British Chinook helicopter)
and built by October 1986, ready for tourists on 1st November of that year. David and Pat
Gray moved from Goose Green to Sea Lion Island to run the lodge for Terry and Doreen
(with their two daughters Johann and Andrea (boarding at school in Stanley for some of it).
The main structure of the Lodge that you see today is that same structure that was flown in
over 30 years ago:

By 1991, Terry Clifton had sold Sea Lion Island to the Falkland Islands Development
Corporation (as he had to move into town to look after his father). David and Pat Gray
continued on leasing the lodge from FIDC from 1994 until 1999.
One continuing legacy of their era is that, in 1995, the Elephant Seal Research Group began
work on the Island under the guidance of Philipo Galimberti and Simona Sanvito, studying
the elephant seal population (among other animals). Many papers have been published on
the seals of Sea Lion Island and we continue to benefit from their knowledge and expertise.
They still reside on the Island, carrying out sterling work and can even now be followed on
Facebook.
The Grays played host to the first heir to the throne to visit the Island when Prince Charles
visited Sea Lion Island in 1999. He was photographed on the island on the front page of the
FI Newsletter of April that year. Incidentally, his son, Prince William, would visit the island
during his rotation as a search and rescue pilot in 2012, meaning that Sea Lion Island has
hosted not one but two heirs to the British throne.
In 2003, the FIDC leased the lodge to Sea Lion Island Ltd (run by lawyer Strachan Visick) for
125 years (due to expire 2128). Thankfully for the wildlife and the island in general, in 2008
the last sheep and cattle were removed from the heavily overgrazed island and the Island
was set aside to be the Nature Reserve that is remains today.
It took until 2017, when Wild Falklands Limited (under Micky Reeves and Sarah Crofts)
began a 99 year lease on the islands, for the islands to gain National Nature Reserve status
(one of the only inhabited islands to hold that accolade).
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